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Abstract

We present a multi-wavelength study of the short-period, high galactic latitude black-hole transient
Swift J1753.5-0127. Using data from Swift-BAT, RXTE-ASM, MAXI and various ground based optical
observatories, we have discovered a 420d super-orbital period in multiple energy bands. We interpret this
as a property of the accretion disc, most likely a long-term precession due to a high mass ratio between
the two binary components. Also noted in the long term Swift-BAT light curves of the source are two
extended hard X-ray dips, separated by exactly 420d, the period of the modulation. The dips also appear,
though are less prominent, in MAXI data. Though initially appearing to be periodic, a suite of instruments
trained on Swift J1753.5-0127 in June 2013 (the predicted time of the next dip), showed that the source did
not dip again, leaving the nature of these features as yet undetermined - though we discuss some possible
explanations.
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1. Introduction

The black hole candidate (BHC) Swift J1753.5-0127
(hereafter J1753) is a soft X-ray transient (SXT) discov-
ered by the Swift -Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) in 2005
(Palmer et al. 2005). Subsequent optical follow-up of the
source revealed R-band modulations on a period of 3.2
hrs (Zurita et al. 2008), which was interpreted as a su-
perhump period, slightly longer than the orbital period
(Porb), making J1753 the BHC with the third shortest
Porb. Almost immediately after the outburst peak, the
X-ray flux of J1753 started declining, but rather than
returning to quiescence like a typical SXT, the source
has remained in the low hard state (LHS) indefinitely -
briefly undergoing a complex transition to a hard inter-
mediate state before returning to the LHS (Soleri et al.
2013). In these proceedings we focus on the variability of
the source over the ∼ 9 year coverage provided by instru-
ments such as MAXI and Swift -BAT and in particular
note extended X-ray dips that are present in BAT data.

2. Observations and Analysis

Fig. 1 shows the multi-wavelength light curves of J1753,
using data in the NIR/Optical (SMARTS, Faulkes Tele-
scope Project (FTP), IAC-80 and pt5m), X-ray (MAXI,
RXTE/ASM and Swift) and radio (AMI, MERLIN,
WSRT and VLA; Soleri et al. 2010). The X-ray light
curve initially exhibits a fast rise, exponential decay
(FRED) profile, typical of most SXTs, but it does not
return to quiescence, instead remaining at a flux of
∼ 20mCrab for several months before gradually increas-
ing, a feature present in both the BAT and ASM light
curves. After MJD ∼54500 we see a sharp increase in
X-ray flux combined with a long term modulation. We
selected X-ray and R-band data for timing analysis by
excluding the initial outburst and FRED portion of the
light curves, i.e. we used all data after MJD ∼54000.
The periods were determined using a Lomb-Scargle (LS)
analysis, with all 3 LS power spectra peaking at a period
of P ≈ 420 days.
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Fig. 1. Light-curves of J1753 spanning ∼9yr from optical/NIR telescopes (Top), Swift-BAT (2nd Panel), RXTE ASM/MAXI (3rd Panel),
Swift-XRT (4th Panel) and radio telescopes (Bottom). Vertical dotted lines mark the location of hard X-ray dips in the Swift-BAT data.
A colour version of this figure is present in the online edition

One of the most remarkable features of the Swift -BAT
light curve of J1753 is the presence of 2 extended X-ray
dips (Fig. 1), separated by 420 days, an interval fully
consistent with the long-term modulation previously dis-
cussed. The dips last ≈ 25 days and are almost a full
eclipse of the hard X-ray flux. Similar, though much
weaker, features are present in the MAXI light curve
and no optical response can be seen.

3. Discussion and Future work

The P ≈ 420 day modulation is consistent with a pre-
cessing accretion disc due to a high binary mass ratio
(see e.g. Kotze & Charles 2012 for a discussion of long-
term variation in X-ray binaries). This would imply a
companion mass ∼ 0.02M

⊙
(Shaw et al. 2013), although

optical spectroscopy has not revealed any donor features
(Durant et al. 2009).
The hard X-ray dips are perhaps linked to a short-term

state change in the source, as the soft X-ray (Swift -XRT)
flux increases dramatically as the Swift -BAT flux drops.

This increase in soft X-ray flux was observed in 2010 as
a ‘failed state-transition’ (Soleri et al. 2013). Due to the
apparent periodic nature of the dips, we predicted the
next one to occur in June 2013, but none was seen. Nev-
ertheless, we have simultaneous radio to X-ray coverage
from the observing campaign, which we can use to con-
struct and fit a broad band SED of J1753, as well as fur-
ther investigate the nature of the extended dips/spectral
state changes.
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